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C O N S P E C T U S

Energetic materials store a large amount of chemical
energy that can be readily converted into mechanical

energy via decomposition. A number of different ignition
processes such as sparks, shocks, heat, or arcs can ini-
tiate the excited electronic state decomposition of ener-
getic materials. Experiments have demonstrated the
essential role of excited electronic state decomposition in
the energy conversion process. A full understanding of the
mechanisms for the decomposition of energetic materi-
als from excited electronic states will require the investi-
gation and analysis of the specific topography of the
excited electronic potential energy surfaces (PESs) of these
molecules. The crossing of multidimensional electronic
PESs creates a funnel-like topography, known as conical
intersections (CIs). CIs are well established as a control-
ling factor in the excited electronic state decomposition of
polyatomic molecules.

This Account summarizes our current understanding of
the nonadiabatic unimolecular chemistry of energetic
materials through CIs and presents the essential role of CIs in the determination of decomposition pathways of these
energetic systems. Because of the involvement of more than one PES, a decomposition process involving CIs is an elec-
tronically nonadiabatic mechanism. Based on our experimental observations and theoretical calculations, we find that
a nonadiabatic reaction through CIs dominates the initial decomposition process of energetic materials from excited
electronic states. Although the nonadiabatic behavior of some polyatomic molecules has been well studied, the role
of nonadiabatic reactions in the excited electronic state decomposition of energetic molecules has not been well inves-
tigated. We use both nanosecond energy-resolved and femtosecond time-resolved spectroscopic techniques to deter-
mine the decomposition mechanism and dynamics of energetic species experimentally. Subsequently, we employ
multiconfigurational methodologies (such as, CASSCF, CASMP2) to model nonadiabatic molecular processes of ener-
getic molecules computationally. Synergism between experiment and theory establishes a coherent description of the
nonadiabatic reactivity of energetic materials at a molecular level.

Energetic systems discussed in this Account are nitramine- and furazan-based species. Both energetic species and
their respective model systems, which are not energetic, are studied and discussed in detail. The model systems have
similar molecular structures to those of the energetic species and help significantly in understanding the decomposi-
tion behavior of the larger and more complex energetic molecules. Our results for the above systems of interest con-
firm the existence of CIs and energy barriers on the PESs of interest. The presence of the CIs and barriers along the
various reaction coordinates control the nonadiabatic behavior of the decomposition process. The detailed nature of
the PESs and their CIs consequently differentiate the energetic systems from model systems. Energy barriers
to the chemically relevant low-lying CIs of a molecule determine whether that molecule is more or less
“energetic”.
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Introduction
Energetic materials are systems that store a large amount of

chemical energy that is controllable and can be converted into

mechanical energy in industrial, civil, and military applica-

tions through molecular decomposition. Excited electronic

states of energetic molecules, which can be easily generated

by all kinds of ignition processes, such as sparks, shocks, heat,

arcs, or compression waves,1-6 have been proven to be

important in the initial step of decomposition of these

materials.7-13 Ab initio calculations show that compression at

a pressure of 30 GPa or above causes an electronic excita-

tion equivalent to 2-5 eV,5 which is comparable to the exci-

tation energies of the low-lying singlet excited electronic states

of energetic molecules. Therefore, UV laser excitation pro-

vides an effective means by which to study the excited state

decomposition of these energetic materials. Furthermore, to

understand fully the excited electronic state decomposition of

energetic materials, specific topography of excited electronic

state potential energy surfaces (PESs) must also be understood.

Contemporary advances in chemical dynamics have

emphasized that conical intersections (CIs), which arise due to

the crossing and interaction of multidimensional PESs, play an

important role in excited electronic state processes of organic

polyatomic molecules.14-17 CIs enable electronically nona-

diabatic reactions (processes that span multiple electronic

PESs) to occur on the time scale of a vibrational period.17 All

energetic materials are polyatomic systems with complex

molecular structures. Therefore, nonadiabatic reaction through

CIs is expected to play an important role in the initial steps of

excited electronic state decomposition of these molecules.

Although nonadiabatic reaction through CIs has been well

characterized and understood for a variety of chemical sys-

tems,16 the role of nonadiabatic processes in the decomposi-

tion of energetic materials has not been well investigated. In

this regard, full understanding of nonadiabatic reactions in the

unimolecular decomposition of energetic molecules is of par-

amount importance because such detailed information at a

microscopic level may be used directly or as an input for

molecular dynamics simulations to gain insight into the con-

densed phase processes. Furthermore, if certain key unimo-

lecular nonadiabatic steps can be identified, one can, in

principle, make a material more or less sensitive or “energetic”

by chemical modifications that raise or lower the activation

energy barriers for these steps.

This Account presents some recent progress made in the

understanding of nonadiabatic unimolecular chemistry of

energetic species facilitated by CIs following electronic

excitation.18-20 The primary energetic systems discussed in

this Account are nitramine- and furazan-based energetic spe-

cies. In this effort, a number of model systems, which have

much simpler nonenergetic molecular structures than those of

the energetic systems, are first studied in detail to assist in

understanding the nonadiabatic behavior of a specific moi-

ety in an energetic system. Then, the decomposition mecha-

nisms for more complex energetic systems are studied and

compared with those of their model systems. The newest

observations and results for each energetic system are high-

lighted and discussed individually, and a discussion and set of

conclusions are presented for energetic materials in general.

Experimental Methods
Both nanosecond energy-resolved and femtosecond time-re-

solved spectroscopic techniques are employed to explore the

decomposition mechanisms and dynamics of energetic mol-

ecules. Matrix-assisted laser desorption is used to generate

gas-phase molecules of energetic materials with low vapor

pressure. The mass- or energy-resolved excitation spectra of

the decomposition products of energetic materials are

detected by time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOFMS) through

resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization (REMPI). Laser-

induced fluorescence (LIF) spectroscopy is also used to detect

some decomposition products with high vertical ionization

energy. More details on the experimental equipment, such as

laser systems, pulsed nozzle, signal detection, and data acqui-

sition, are described in our previous publications.21-23

Mass spectra of the decomposition products help to iden-

tify the dissociation fragments from a specific sample, and

energy-resolved optical spectroscopy (REMPI or LIF) provides

detailed internal state (rotational and vibrational) energy dis-

tributions of a specific product. Such information clearly

reflects the forces or torques that act on the departing frag-

ments produced in the excited electronic state decomposi-

tion of energetic molecules through a unique pathway. The

internal energy/state distributions of the products ultimately

lead one to propose a decomposition mechanism for the ener-

getic material. Dynamics of the decomposition reaction is

measured via femtosecond time-resolved pump-probe

spectroscopy.

Theoretical Methods
Theoretically, multiconfigurational methodologies, such as,

complete-active-space self-consistent-field (CASSCF) and com-

plete-active-space Møller-Plesset second-order perturbation

(CASMP2) theories are used to optimize the energies and

geometries at critical points [including Franck-Condon (FC)
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points, transition states (TSs), intermediate states, and CIs] of

both model systems and energetic materials. One-dimensional

minimum energy paths of multidimensional PESs are con-

structed based on the calculated energies and geometries at

these critical points, and are used to explore the nonadiabatic

molecular processes in the excited states of these molecules.

Based on experimental observations and calculated PESs for

a particular system, a reasonable pathway for the excited elec-

tronic state decomposition of these molecules can be pro-

posed. All calculations are executed through the Gaussian 03

program. More details on the computational procedures and

selection of active space can be found in our previous

publications.18-20 Based on the comparison of calculated FC

point energies of excited states of systems of interest and their

corresponding gas-phase UV absorption maxima, the accu-

racy of the theoretical calculations is in the range 0.1-0.5 eV.

Nonadiabatic Reactions of Nitramine (N-NO2) Systems.
Nitramine energetic materials, such as RDX (1,3,5-trinitro-

1,3,5-triazacyclohexane), HMX (1,3,5,7-tetranitro-1,3,5,7-tet-

raazacyclooctane), and CL-20 (2,4,6,8,10,12-hexanitro-

2,4,6,8,10,12-hexaazaisowurtzitane) have broad application

as explosives and fuels due to their high energy content. The

molecular structures of these materials are shown in Figure 1.

Here, we will first present our exploration of the nonadiabatic

reaction of dimethylnitramine (DMNA), a nitramine model sys-

tem with a single N-NO2 moiety;18 we will then discuss the

nonadiabatic reactions of these nitramine energetic materi-

als based on the understanding of the DMNA model system.

DMNA. Nitric oxide (NO) is observed as a major decom-

position product from dissociation of DMNA at 226 nm elec-

tronic excitation using both TOFMS and LIF spectroscopy

through the resonant rovibronic transitions [A
2Σ+(ν′ ) 0) r

X
2Π (ν′′ ) 0)] of NO. Only the X (ν′′ ) 0) is populated. The NO

product is produced through a nitro-nitrite isomerization

mechanism.

The nitro-nitrite isomerization mechanism is evidenced by

the observation of (CH3)2NOH at mass channel 61 amu fol-

lowing 118 nm ionization of the product when DMNA is

excited at 226 and 193 nm inside a quartz capillary (high col-

lision rate) attached to the pulsed nozzle.

The OH radical is also detected to be a minor decomposi-

tion product from excited electronic state decomposition of

DMNA at 226 nm excitation by LIF spectroscopy via its reso-

nant vibronic transitions [A
2Σ+(ν′ ) 0) r X

2Π (ν′′ ) 0)] at 308

nm. The estimated yield ratio between the NO and OH prod-

ucts indicates that 96% of the total excited electronic state

decomposition of DMNA occurs through a nitro-nitrite

isomerization.

The internal (rotational and vibrational) energy distribu-

tions of the major product NO are obtained by spectral sim-

ulation of its energy-resolved spectra. As illustrated in Figure

2, the (1 + 1) REMPI spectrum of NO product from excited

electronic state decomposition of DMNA at 226 nm produces

a hot rotational temperature of 120 K. These rotationally hot

products clearly indicate that a strong torque acts on the

departing NO moiety during the dissociation of the parent

molecule.

Calculations at a CASSCF(10,7)/6-31G(d) level of theory

show that the electronically excited state PESs of DMNA are

highly coupled along the nitro-nitrite isomerization reaction

coordinate, enabling ultrafast nonadiabatic reaction to occur

through this pathway. A schematic one-dimensional projec-

tion of the multidimensional singlet PESs [S0, S1, and S2] of

DMNA, with locations and structures of different CIs, is plot-

ted in Figure 3, in which (S2/S1)X and (S2/S1)CI are CIs between

S2 and S1 states at short and long N-N bond distances,

respectively, and are localized with a (14, 11) active space

including all bonding and antibonding NO orbitals. Compari-

son of experimental excitation energy (5.5 eV at 226 nm) with

the computed vertical excitation energy implies that the

FIGURE 1. Chemical structures of RDX, HMX, CL-20, and
dimethylnitramine (DMNA).

(CH3)2NNO2f (CH3)2NONOf (CH3)2NO + NO

FIGURE 2. One color (1 + 1) REMPI spectrum of the vibronic
transition [A

2Σ+
(ν′ ) 0) r X2Π (ν′′ ) 0)] of the NO product from

excited electronic state decomposition of DMNA. Spectral simulation
with a Boltzmann distribution (red) shows that NO from DMNA has
a rotational temperature of 120 K.
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DMNA molecule is excited to its S2 state after absorbing a sin-

gle 226 nm photon.

As can be seen in Figure 3, vertical excitation to the FC

point of the S2 state potentially leads to the nonadiabatic

nitro-nitrite isomerization through an (S2/S1)CI CI and dim-

ethylaminonitrite [(CH3)2NONO] on the S1 surface will further

dissociate into the NO product through the S1/TS (transition

state). The unstable normal mode of vibration for the S1/TS

transition state provides evidence of a torque acting on the

NO moiety. Therefore, the nonadiabatic nitro-nitrite isomer-

ization pathway followed by NO elimination is expected to

generate rotationally hot NO product, in good agreement with

the experimental observation that a rotationally hot (120 K)

NO product is generated from the excited electronic state

decomposition of DMNA at 226 nm (S2).

Theoretical results also show that the nitro-nitrite isomer-

ization occurs through the (S2/S1)CI with a loose geometry, in

which the NO2 moiety weakly interacts (∼3 kcal/mol) with the

(CH3)2N moiety from a considerably long bonding distance

(∼2.8 Å). At room temperature, molecules are thermally hot

(∼300 K). Therefore, hot parent molecules can provide

enough vibrational energy to the intramolecular modes of

DMNA that the NO2 and (CH3)2N moieties can diffuse away

despite their initial close proximity during isomerization, result-

ing in NO2 elimination as the major decomposition channel.

This NO2 elimination channel is evidenced in decomposition

of DMNA at 248 and 266 nm photoexcitations at room tem-

perature under almost collisionless conditions.24 In a molec-

ular beam experiment, however, molecules are extraordinarily

cold (∼1 K) and thus the two moieties NO2 and (CH3)2N can

remain in close proximity, rendering nitro-nitrite isomeriza-

tion as the major decomposition channel. The same is possi-

ble even at room temperature in a dense gaseous medium,

for which cage effects can again keep the two moieties in

close proximity, resulting in the nitro-nitrite isomerization as

a major decomposition channel. Both pathways have been

observed in our experiments. These experimental condition

dependent decomposition pathways for DMNA cannot be

explained without consideration of nonadiabatic reactions for

this molecule.

RDX, HMX, and CL-20. NO is the only observed product

from excited electronic state decomposition of RDX, HMX, and

CL-20 at 226-258 nm excitation;23 its rovibronic energy dis-

tribution is different, however, than that found above for NO

from nonenergetic DMNA. Additionally, the OH radical is not

detected. Based on the spectroscopic signature for the NO

product from RDX, HMX, and CL-20, the dissociation mecha-

nism for these energetic molecules is proposed to be a

nitro-nitrite isomerization.

The internal energy distributions of the NO product are

obtained from the (1 + 1) REMPI spectra of NO from photo-

excitation of these three energetic molecules in the NO A2Σ+

(ν′ ) 0) r X2Π (ν′′ ) 0,1,2,3) transition region (226-258

nm). Typical spectra of the NO product from RDX with cold

rotational (20 K) and hot vibrational (1800 K) distributions are

displayed in Figure 4. NO products from decomposition of

HMX and CL-20 show similar internal energy distribution to

that from RDX. Observation of vibrationally hot (∼1800 K) NO

product from excited electronic state decomposition of RDX,

HMX, and CL-20 suggests that nitramine energetic molecules

dissociate on their ground electronic state PESs after rapid

internal conversion from upper excited electronic states.

The excited electronic state decomposition dynamics of

RDX, HMX, and CL-20 can be measured by femtosecond

pump-probe spectroscopy. A pump pulse at 226 nm is

employed to excite and dissociate the parent molecule, and

a probe pulse at the same wavelength is used to monitor the

appearance of the NO product. The decomposition dynamics

of these molecules are determined to be faster than 180 fs.22

Such fast decomposition dynamics are consistent with involve-

ment of a nonadiabatic process through a CI on their decom-

position pathways.

FIGURE 3. One dimensional projection of the multidimensional
electronic potential energy surfaces of DMNA computed at the
CASSCF(10,7)/6-31G(d) level of theory. Path arrows represent the
classical trajectory of the plausible excited electronic state
decomposition mechanism of DMNA. NO elimination transition
states (TSs) are shown at the bottom.
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For theoretical exploration of nonadiabatic decomposition

behavior of RDX, HMX, and CL-20, a search of the lowest

energy CI along the nitro-nitrite isomerization reaction coor-

dinate needs to be performed. This search, however, is not

presently feasible due to the requirement of a very large

active space (more than 40 active orbitals including all non-

bonding nσO, π, and bonding and antibonding σNN and σNO) in

the CASSCF calculations for these molecules. Reduction of the

active space does not solve the problem; rather it introduces

spurious effects into the computational results. Because of

these realistic challenges, vertical excitation energy for the S1,

S2 states and the transition states on the ground electronic

state (S0) of RDX have been computed at a restricted config-

uration interaction using single excitation (RCIS)/6-31+G level

of theory. The vertical excitation energy for the S1 and S2

states is calculated to be 5.59 and 6.1 eV, respectively, indi-

cating that these energetic molecules are excited to their first

excited electronic states after single photon absorption at 226

(5.5 eV) to 258 (4.8 eV) nm wavelength. The oscillator

strengths for these two excited states are predicted to be

0.0001 and 0.0093, respectively. Moreover, two concerted

nitro-nitrite isomerization transition states are located on the

ground PES of RDX, which indicates that one RDX molecule

can dissociate into three NO molecules simultaneously

through these transitions states. This is in good agreement

with our experimental observations that the NO ion signal

intensity from nitramine energetic molecules is proportional to

the number of N-NO2 moieties. According to these experi-

mental observations and the analysis of the PESs of the DMNA

model system, we can conclude that the excited electronic

state decomposition of nitramine energetic materials (RDX,

HMX, and Cl-20) is a nonadiabatic process and that an (S1/

S0)CI CI must be involved in the nitro-nitrite isomerization

pathway.

Comparison. Electronic excitation of RDX, HMX, and

CL-20 at 226-258 nm yields a NO product that is rotation-

ally cold (20 K) but vibrationally hot (2000 K). This observa-

tion is predicted to occur through an S1 to S0 internal

conversion through (S1/S0)CI CI and a decomposition of the

energetic material on its S0 surface via a nitro-nitrite isomer-

ization mechanism. Model systems such as DMNA, on the

other hand, dissociate on their excited electronic state (S1) PES

with a negligible barrier (∼0.1 eV) following internal conver-

sion from S2 to S1 state through (S2/S1)CI. Nitro-nitrite isomer-

ization occurs through this nonadiabatic pathway, producing

the NO (X2Π) product with a hot rotational and cold vibra-

tional distribution. Therefore, unimolecular excited electronic

state decomposition of a nitramine energetic system is deter-

mined by its nonadiabatic reaction. Moreover, in order to pre-

dict molecular explosive behavior of nitramine energetic

materials, knowledge of their nonadiabatic chemistry is

essential.

Nonadiabatic Reactions of Furazans. Furazan-based,

high nitrogen content energetic materials, especially DAAF

(3,3′-diamino-4,4′-azoxyfurazan), have recently received sig-

nificant attention due to their favorable properties: such prop-

erties include good heat resistivity, high heat of formation, low

sensitivity, and good detonation performance for applications

such as high explosives, fuels, and propellants. The structure

of DAAF is illustrated in Figure 5. Here decomposition behav-

ior of two model systems, such as diaminofurazan (DAF) and

furazan (also shown in Figure 5), are also addressed for

comparison.

Experimental Observations. NO is observed to be an ini-

tial decomposition product from the excited electronic state of

DAAF accessed at 226, 236, and 248 nm. (1 + 1) REMPI spec-

tra of three vibronic transitions [A
2Σ+ (ν′ ) 0) r X

2Π (ν′′ ) 0,

1, 2)] of the NO product, shown in Figure 6, predict similar

cold rotational (∼20 K) distributions for three vibrational lev-

els (ν′′ ) 0, 1, 2) in the ground electronic state. The vibra-

tional temperature of the NO product from DAAF is estimated

to be ca. 1260 K.

FIGURE 4. One color (1 + 1) REMPI spectra of the vibronic
transitions [A

2Σ+ (ν′ ) 0) r X2Π (ν′′ ) 0, 1, 2, 3)] of the NO product
from excited electronic state decomposition of RDX. Spectral
simulations with a Boltzmann distribution show that NO from RDX
has rotational and vibrational temperature of 20 and 1800 K,
respectively.

FIGURE 5. Chemical structures of DAAF, DAF, and furazan.
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The (1 + 1) REMPI spectra of three vibronic transitions,

A2Σ+ (ν′) 0) r X2Π (ν′′ ) 0,1,2) of the NO product from

excited electronic state decomposition of DAF are shown in

Figure 7. The (0-0) and (0-1) vibronic bands of the NO prod-

uct, which are detected at wavelengths of 226 and 236 nm,

respectively, show a similar cold (20 K) rotational distribu-

tion to that from DAAF. On the contrary, the (0-2) vibronic

band of the NO product obtained from decomposition of DAF

accessed at 248 nm displays a much hotter rotational tem-

perature of about 100 K.

Excited electronic state decomposition of furazan gener-

ates NO with only ν′′ ) 0 and 1 populations. The spectra

of the (0-0) and (0-1) vibronic bands of the NO product,

illustrated in Figure 8, yields a cold (20 K) rotational distri-

bution, which is similar to the (0-0) band of the NO prod-

uct form DAAF and DAF; however, the (0-1) vibronic band

shows a hotter rotational distribution with a temperature of

about 130 K.

Based on direct comparisons of the experimental internal

energy distributions of the NO products from excited elec-

tronic state decomposition of DAAF, DAF, and furazan, one can

conclude that DAAF decomposes through a pathway that is

independent of excitation wavelength because it only pro-

duces an NO molecule with similar cold rotational distribu-

tions (20 K) at all three excitation wavelengths (226, 236, and

248 nm). On the other hand, furazan model systems (DAF and

furazan) decompose through excitation energy dependent

channels, because the internal energy distributions of the NO

products from these model systems vary with excitation

wavelength.

Theoretical Predictions. Calculations using a CASMP2//

CASSCF/6-31G(d) theory level predict two different possible

nonadiabatic pathways for excited electronic state decompo-

sition of DAF and furazan: (a) ring contraction through (S1/

S0)CI,a and (b) ring-opening through (S1/S0)CI,b.19 A schematic

FIGURE 6. One-color (1 + 1) REMPI spectra of the vibronic
transitions [A

2Σ+ (ν′ ) 0) r X2Π (ν′′ ) 0, 1, 2)] of the NO product
from excited electronic state decomposition of DAAF. Spectral
simulations with a Boltzmann distribution show that the three
observed vibrational levels on the ground electronic states have a
similar rotational temperature of 20 K.

FIGURE 7. One-color (1 + 1) REMPI spectra of the vibronic
transitions [A

2Σ+ (ν′ ) 0) r X2Π (ν′′ ) 0, 1, 2)] of the NO product
from excited electronic state decomposition of DAF. Spectral
simulations with a Boltzmann distribution show that the ν′′ ) 0 and
1 vibrational levels on the ground electronic state have a similar
rotational temperature of 20 K and that the ν′′ ) 2 vibrational level
has a rotational temperature of 100 K.

FIGURE 8. One-color (1 + 1) REMPI spectra of the vibronic
transitions A2Σ+ (ν′ ) 0) r X2Π (ν′′ ) 0, 1)] of the NO product from
excited electronic state decomposition of furazan. Spectral
simulations with a Boltzmann distribution show that the ν′′ ) 0
vibrational level on the ground electronic states have a rotational
temperature of 20 K and that the ν′′ ) 1 vibrational level has a
rotational temperature of 130 K.
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one-dimensional projection of the multidimensional PESs of

furazan and DAF are plotted in Figure 9A,B, respectively. Sur-

faces are computed at a CASSCF/6-31G* theory level and the

critical points on the surfaces are computed at the CASMP2//

CASSCF/6-31G* theory level.

Figure 9 A shows that the furazan molecule is excited to its

S2(π,π*) electronic state after absorbing a single photon at 226

(5.49 eV) or 236 nm (5.26 eV), as used in the experiments.19

The (S1/S0)CI,a IC on the PESs of furazan is located at a similar

energy (within an energy uncertainty of ∼0.1 eV, the differ-

ence between the computed FC point energy of excited state

at CASMP2//CASSCF level of theory for furazan and the cor-

responding gas-phase UV absorption maximum) to that of the

absorption maximum of the spectroscopically active S2(π,π*)

state. Therefore, following electronic excitation to the S2(π,π*)

state of furazan at 226 nm (5.49 eV), the molecule can access

a ring contraction nonadiabatic pathway from the FC point of

its S2(π,π*) state though (S1/S0)CI,a after crossing the (S2/S1)CI CI.

Following this pathway, furazan relaxes back to the ground

state and dissociates through an NO elimination pathway. The

transition state (TS) associated with NO elimination on the

ground electronic surface possesses an unstable vibrational

mode presenting a NO-azirene (C2H2N) symmetric stretch.

Since the NO moiety for this NO elimination TS experiences

little torque, one can predict that the NO product from fura-

zan following 226 nm excitation should be rotationally cold,

consistent with the experimental observation.

On the other hand, furazan cannot surmount the energy

barrier for the (S1/S0)CI,a CI when it is excited at 236 nm (5.26

eV) since this excitation energy is about 0.43 eV lower than

the energy barrier on the pathway to the (S1/S0)CI,a CI. Instead,

electronic excitation at 5.26 eV is predicted to lead the mol-

ecule to the (S1/S0)CI,b after crossing the (S2/S1)CI CI. This nona-

diabatic pathway is associated with a ring-opening mechanism

and finally brings the molecule to the ground state. Conse-

quently, the excited furazan molecule dissociates through a

NO elimination pathway on its ground electronic state. This

pathway will produce a NO product with a hot rotational dis-

tribution because the NO elimination TS on the ground elec-

tronic state surface following the (S1/S0)CI,b CI is associated with

an unstable normal mode of vibration imparting a torque on

the NO moiety. Thus, calculations suggest that excited elec-

tronic state decomposition of furazan at 5.49 eV (226 nm) and

5.26 eV (236 nm) electronic excitations involves two differ-

ent nonadiabatic dissociation pathways: one yielding rotation-

ally cold NO as initial decomposition product through (S1/S0)CI,a

CI, and another generating rotationally hot NO as initial

decomposition product through (S1/S0)CI,b CI.

For DAF, the absorption maximum energy of the spectro-

scopically active S2(π,π*) state is calculated to be 4.9 eV at the

CASMP2//CASSCF/6-31G* level of theory, which is ∼0.5 eV

lower than the experimental absorption maximum value

(obtained in methanol solution) of ∼5.4 eV. A direct compar-

ison of the computed and experimental absorption energies

for DAF is therefore not very relevant or valuable. Rather a

qualitative comparison of the relative position of the CIs with

respect to the FC point of the S2(π,π*) state of this molecule is

a more appropriate and useful comparison to draw. The (S1/

S0)CI,a CI on the PESs of DAF (see Figure 9B) is predicted to be

lower in energy than the vertical excitation energy of the

S2(π,π*) state. [Note that for furazan a similar (S1/S0)CI,a CI is pre-

dicted to be at roughly the same energy as that of the FC

FIGURE 9. One dimensional projections of multidimensional
potential energy surfaces of furazan (A) and DAF (B) computed at
CASSCF/6-31G* level of theory. Energies of the critical points and
conical intersections are computed at CASMP2//CASSCF/6-31G*
level of theory. The branching space formed by the gradient
difference and derivative coupling vectors are not calculated here.
Instead, the minimum energy paths leading to (S1/S0)CI,a and (S1/
S0)CI,b are calculated by running an IRC calculation from respective
CIs in a backward direction using the initial force constants
calculated at the respective CIs. Two nonadiabatic dissociation
channels along two different nuclear coordinates are indicated by
dotted arrows. See text for further details.19
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point.] This renders the (S1/S0)CI,a CI for DAF energetically

accessible from even much below the FC point of its S2(π,π*)

state. Thus, electronic excitation of DAF at 226 (5.46 eV) and

236 nm (5.26 eV) follows the ring contraction nonadiabatic

pathway through (S1/S0)CI,a CI, which produces NO products

with cold rotational distributions. Decomposition of DAF at

248 nm [5.00 eV, below its (S1/S0)CI,a CI], however, follows a

different pathway generating rotationally hot distributions for

the NO product. This latter pathway undoubtedly involves a

ring-opening mechanism through the (S1/S0)CI,b CI.

Therefore, the CASMP2//CASSCF/6-31G* level of theory

predicts two different decomposition pathways for DAF con-

sistent with experimental observation. This level of theory,

however, places the (S1/S0)CI,a CI too low in energy with respect

the FC point of the S2(π,π*) state for DAF according the exper-

imental results quoted above. The energy difference between

the FC point of the S2(π,π*) state and the (S1/S0)CI,a CI is pre-

dicted to be ∼1 eV (the energy uncertainty of the computa-

tion is ∼0.5 eV for DAF) at the CASMP2//CASSCF/6-31G* level

of theory. Because experimental observation reveals that elec-

tronic excitation of DAF at 236 nm (5.26 eV) generates rota-

tionally cold distribution of the NO and that at 248 nm (5.0

eV) produces rotationally hot distribution of the NO, we pre-

dict that the actual energy difference between the FC point of

the S2(π,π*) state and the (S1/S0)CI,a CI has to be ∼0.4 eV. Fur-

ther improvement of the level of theory could be done by

selecting a larger active space for DAF.

Comparison. The excited electronic state decomposition of

furazan-based model systems (furazan and DAF) follows exci-

tation wavelength dependent dissociation channels. These

pathways are the result of their specific nonadiabatic reac-

tions through different CIs connecting different electronic

states. On the other hand, excited electronic state decompo-

sition of DAAF follows a single excitation wavelength inde-

pendent dissociation channel. A similar single excitation

wavelength independent dissociation channel is also observed

from RDX, HMX, and CL-20. In these systems, dissociation

occurs on the S0 surface through a series of CIs involving S2

f S1 f S0 internal conversion. This process provides a barri-

erless single decay channel for decomposition from excited

electronic states.

Detailed theoretical exploration of nonadiabatic reactions

for DAAF is not possible using current computational capabil-

ities due to the required large active space. Nonetheless,

experimental observations provide a number of important

insights about the nonadiabatic decomposition of DAAF. In

comparison with model systems, such as DAF and frurazan,

we can suggest that rotationally cold distributions of the NO

product from DAAF are generated through the ring contrac-

tion mechanism through a similar (S1/S0)CI,a CI to that found for

DAF and furazan. Furthermore, the (S1/S0)CI,a CI in the ring con-

traction reaction coordinate on the PESs of DAAF should be

located at an energy much lower than the FC point of excited

state surfaces so that it can be readily accessed by electronic

excitations at all three excitation wavelengths used in our

experiments. The model systems, on the other hand, decom-

pose through different pathways dependent on excitation

energy. Thereby, the relative position of the energy barrier for

the (S1/S0)CI,a CI in the ring contraction reaction coordinate with

respect to the excitation energy plays a crucial role in the

decomposition mechanism of these molecules.

General Discussion and Conclusions
Based on the analysis of excited electronic state decomposi-

tion mechanisms for two different categories of energetic

materials and model systems (nitramine and furazan), we

present a complex but clear picture to illustrate the impor-

tant role of nonadiabatic reactions involving CIs in the excited

electronic state decomposition of high energy content mate-

rials. CIs, a crossing between adiabatic electronic PESs, have

been proven to be ubiquitous in all systems of interest and

play a central role in excited electronic state decomposition

channels of these materials. The unique decomposition path-

way that results in different decomposition products with char-

acteristic internal energy distributions for each individual

molecule is determined and controlled not only by the num-

ber of the CI but also by the energy barriers for these inter-

sections on the final diabatic PESs. For example, the presence

of CIs in the nitro-nitrite isomerization reaction coordinate of

nitramines leads to nonadiabatic decomposition of nitramines

along this pathway following (π* r n) or (π* r π) electronic

excitations. The nitramine model system (DMNA) dissociates

on its excited electronic state surface following internal con-

version from S2 to S1 through an (S2/S1)CI CI and produces an

NO product with hot rotational but cold vibrational distribu-

tions. Nitramine energetic materials (RDX, HMX, and CL-20),

on the other hand, undergo excited electronic state decom-

position on their ground electronic state surfaces after inter-

nal conversion from excited electronic states through CIs; they

produce NO products with cold rotational and hot vibrational

distributions. Furthermore, furazan-based model molecules

dissociate through two different decomposition pathways,

both of which are electronically nonadiabatic. Energy barri-

ers for the CIs with respect to the excitation energy control the

overall excited electronic state decomposition of furazan

based model systems: they dissociate either through a ring
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contraction mechanism if the excitation energy is greater than

the energy barrier for this channel or through a ring-opening

mechanism if the excitation energy is less than that required

for the ring contraction channel. Therefore, these results might

be an indication of the quality of an energetic material and

present a way for synthetic chemists to make predictions and

judgments for the design and synthesis of better energetic

materials.

For larger energetic materials, one can suggest that the

excited electronic state decomposition of all energetic mate-

rials follow nonadiabatic pathways through CIs. Due to the dis-

sociative nature of the excited states of energetic materials

through multiple PESs and their couplings, no energy barrier

exists for the decomposition of energetic materials through

CIs. This mechanism results in a unique excitation energy

independent pathway to convert the stored chemical energy

into mechanical energy during the decomposition process that

eventually occurs on the ground electronic state PES.

One of the most important implications of a CI for the

chemistry of energetic materials is rapid and efficient inter-

nal conversion from upper to lower electronic state PESs

through radiationless transitions. This internal conversion facil-

itates rapid conversion of electronic energy (produced from an

initiation pulse), belonging to the upper electronic state, to

vibrational energy of the lower electronic state, with a poten-

tial time scale of a few femtoseconds. Therefore, the presence

of CIs in the decomposition pathways of energetic materials

makes the initial step in the excited electronic state decom-

position of energetic materials ultrafast (faster than 180 fs).

Dynamics of these decompositions is controlled by the nona-

diabatic coupling between different excited electronic poten-

tial energy surfaces, which is dependent upon the energy

differences between the involved adiabatic states. Further

quantitative calculations on the nonadiabatic dynamics and

the branching ratios of the excited electronic state decompo-

sition of energetic materials and model systems could be per-

formed by the on-the-fly surface-hopping simulation methods,

which have been employed to simulate the nonadiabatic pho-

todynamics of many organic systems.25,26

In a brief summary, this Account presents an enhanced

understanding of the critical role of nonadiabatic couplings in

the initial steps of the excited electronic state decomposition

of energetic materials. In addition, it provides a potentially

useful methodology for accurate and predictive determina-

tion, design, and synthesis of new energetic materials.
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